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Dear readers,

We are pleased to present the second biennial progress report of the Principles for Responsible Banking—a significant milestone in shaping a responsible banking system for the future.

Since its launch in 2019, the Principles for Responsible Banking has seen remarkable growth. With 325 committed banks as members, it represents half of the banking industry’s assets, amounting to nearly USD 90 trillion globally. Member banks have demonstrated their commitment by integrating sustainability considerations such as climate change mitigation into their strategies, transforming governance structures, understanding their impacts better, setting targets, and developing innovative products and risk management approaches.

During this time, the business case for responsible banking has strengthened, gaining widespread support from investors, customers, and employees across the financial community. Purpose-led banking is now increasingly understood to benefit people and the planet while unlocking opportunities for economic transformation. By integrating responsible banking into financial practice and working to finance the transition to a sustainable economy, member banks work towards their continued success while contributing to global goals.

Despite the challenges posed by the business environment and geopolitical uncertainty, member banks have focused on creating long-term value and adopting responsible banking practices within their operations and portfolios. They have made critical transformations in organisational structure, capabilities, capital allocation, product development, and client engagement in alignment with the Principles for Responsible Banking framework. While commendable progress has been made, member banks must now accelerate action in response to ongoing and intensifying environmental and social crises.

We acknowledge that member banks must now build upon governance and structural changes to drive concrete action, realising real-world impact while respecting national regulations, cultural norms, and contextual variations. We are committed to supporting the development of regional strategies that align with each member bank’s unique market context.

We are encouraged by the valuable feedback from the Civil Society Advisory Body, which has been instrumental in shaping our unique governance model. Embracing diverse perspectives and deep expertise, we maintain a steadfast commitment to transparency, accountability, and credibility, with the aim that the Principles for Responsible Banking continue to inspire, expand its reach, and encourage wider adoption of
responsible practices. Our shared priorities: climate change (mitigation and adaptation), nature, human rights, resource efficiency, and economic inclusion unite us in working towards real-world impact.

The Principles for Responsible Banking have provided member banks significant support to realise positive change, fostering a collaboration network among banks, scientists, policymakers, and initiatives such as the Net-Zero Banking Alliance. Collaboration has resulted in co-created guidance documents and toolkits that facilitate knowledge sharing and peer learning in key areas of responsible banking. As a result, member banks are making meaningful strides in understanding and measuring their impacts in line with the Paris Agreement on climate change and across the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

These efforts build knowledge and capability—accelerating the adoption of responsible banking practices and translating commitments into real-world impacts. Focused working groups, regional workshops, and technical assistance enable these practices to align with each member bank’s regional context.

As we look toward 2030, the global community has responded to scientific evidence and evolving expectations, setting ambitious goals that demand deeper and broader action from member banks. We encourage all existing and potential member banks to come together and learn from one another, civil society, and other experts from various sectors. Collaboration with stakeholders within and beyond the banking community is crucial, focusing on the issues and opportunities that matter most. The Principles for Responsible Banking offers a powerful mechanism to bring together expertise from across society, shaping the future of banking in the 21st century.

We invite governments, clients, customers, and investors to join us in creating a responsible banking system that benefits people, the planet, progress, and prosperity.

Lastly, we extend our heartfelt gratitude to outgoing UN Environmental Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) Banking Board co-chair Wendy Dobson, whose intellect, passion for responsible, inclusive, and climate-responsive banking, and insightful contributions have been instrumental to our progress. We will honour her legacy by continuing to drive responsible banking for the benefit of all.

Sincerely,

Siobhan Toohill & Dimitrios Dimopoulos
UNEP FI Banking Board Co-Chairs

Eric Usher
Head, UNEP FI
Civil Society Advisory Body independent view

The following is the Civil Society Advisory Body (CSAB) independent view of the second biennial progress report on implementation of the Principles for Responsible Banking (the Principles). This review reflects the collective perspectives of the 12 CSAB members representing stakeholders across the Principles member bank regions and key issue areas. The CSAB welcomes the progress member banks have made and the actions that the Banking Board and member banks have taken, including in response to CSAB’s recommendations based on the first biennial progress report. For instance, member banks are beginning to report on social risks and real-world impacts, providing greater target specificity, building greater capacity for measuring and disclosing on nature and human rights, and requiring employee training to implement established goals.

Notwithstanding this progress, the CSAB urges member banks to increase their ambition and accelerate progress against their goals to achieve the necessary real-world impact required by the severity of the climate, social justice, and nature challenges we all collectively face. Similarly, CSAB members encourage the UNEP FI secretariat (the secretariat) and the Banking Board to help hold member banks accountable for executing stated commitments. The following are the CSAB’s specific recommendations for the Banking Board and member banks in seven key areas: 1) Urgency and impact, 2) Intersectionality, 3) Data context, 4) Governance, 5) Accountability, 6) Client engagement and 7) Policy and stakeholder engagement.

1. Urgency and impact

While this document is being released at the end of the first four-year implementation period, the findings are primarily based on data from member banks’ first year (34%) or second year (51%) of reporting and thus do not necessarily reflect member banks’ most current actions (see page 4). Nonetheless, though important progress has been made, the CSAB members are concerned by the urgent crises unfolding and stress the need for speed and agility in member banks’ responses. While recognising the very real challenges member banks face (for example, client data availability, incomplete measurement methodologies, decision-useful metrics for comparatively newer topic areas such as nature, etc.), the linear progress that has been made is not commensurate with the exponential acceleration of the climate and nature crises. Using impact analysis as an example, after four years, 83% of member banks that signed in 2019 “have an analysis that meets some or all of the Principles’ requirements” compared to 76% of member banks that signed in 2021. Similarly, there is no significant difference in member banks’ prioritising two impact areas in which they will set their targets when comparing member banks, which signed in 2019, to all member banks (see page 12).
As we move into the critical years between now and 2030, the CSAB also urges a collective focus on driving impact, in addition to ambitious target setting. To help evaluate the positive and negative impact that member banks are having, we recommend more holistic reporting. For instance, though it is noteworthy that 94% of member banks offer sustainable finance products, and 59% have financial targets for those products (see page 26), it is not clear what percentage of their overall business these products make up or what the ratio is between sustainable financing dollars versus financing of fossil fuel projects and companies. Providing this type of context for sustainable finance commitments and other metrics will help stakeholders evaluate the extent to which member banks are truly transforming their businesses and, in turn, helping propel real-economy impact versus continuing business as usual.

2. Intersectionality

While acknowledging the progress member banks have made on prioritising and addressing climate change, the CSAB has yet to see a sufficient focus on the interdependence between impact areas. For instance, taking a holistic approach to mitigating climate impacts can also address nature and social justice challenges. Though 77% of member banks have set targets for at least one impact area, only 38% have set targets for two impact areas (see page 19).

CSAB recognises that a need for greater intersectionality—particularly between climate, nature, and social justice impact areas—is a recurring theme in this report. To foster a multipronged approach, CSAB commends the Principles’ intention to help member banks fast-track nature-related target setting by facilitating impact assessment and measurement; setting their own targets and asking clients to do the same and identifying nature-positive investment and financing opportunities (see pages 25 and 29). However, the slow progress by member banks on nature targets was noted, especially given the emergence of global standards (including the recent Global Biodiversity Framework (GBF) (Convention on Biological Diversity 2022) agreed upon by 196 parties). CSAB urges a shift in emphasis from building interest (for example, the number of member banks participating in the Nature Target-Setting Working Group and Nature Community (see page 21)) to action in setting and meeting sufficiently robust targets.

3. Data context

All member banks are not alike. There is considerable variation between member banks from different regions and sizes, regardless of how long they have been member banks. For these reasons, it is challenging to draw overarching conclusions about member bank performance based on aggregate information. For example, in certain regions, such as the European Union, more aggressive policy and legislation is helping drive member bank performance, whereas in others, such as Latin America and the Caribbean, member banks are operating in the absence of motivating regulation and policy. The ongoing importance of this regional and other context is noted, as is its direct impact on ambition and progress in reaching stated goals.

The effort that the Principles has made in this report to disaggregate data, where possible, based on these factors is acknowledged (for example, see page 14). The CSAB
recommends a continued focus on this to provide more nuanced data going forward. Additionally, the CSAB also encourages a continued emphasis on harmonising metrics to help enable meaningful comparisons between member banks. The recently launched International Sustainability Standards Board (International Sustainability Standards Board 2023) reporting standards have made important progress in this regard and should be a resource for the member banks and the Principles’ guidance.

4. Governance

Given its foundational nature, it is encouraging to see how pervasively sustainability oversight has been incorporated into member banks’ governance systems (98%), with 91% having this oversight at the board or chief executive officer level (see page 32). Such oversight is key to identifying, evaluating, and setting targets to address impact areas. Recognising its importance in driving strategy design, resource and capital allocation, and accountability, increased data and qualitative insights on governance progress are invited, particularly in areas where impact is more acute, such as remuneration structures, to incentivise positive action.

Linking oversight to remuneration is a critical component of moving from setting targets to implementation. Yet, with only 38% of member banks reporting such remuneration links, this area significantly lags behind broader governance oversight. Given that from now until 2030, execution (which is informed if not driven by remuneration) will determine whether targets are met, the CSAB endorses this report’s statement that “As the initial four-year implementation period ends, the focus will shift towards actions and what is necessary to achieve targets, with increased attention on remuneration” (see page 33).

5. Accountability

The CSAB acknowledges that during the first four-year implementation period, member banks (particularly smaller ones) have focused on getting up-to-speed on the Principles and related reporting requirements. As stakeholder expectations shift from capacity building and target setting to measuring real-world impact, patience for member banks that do not meet the Principles’ requirements will wane. For the Principles to continue to foster leadership, member banks must be held accountable.

It is encouraging to see the report disclose an outline of the processes used to hold member banks to account, starting with providing the necessary support to help underperforming member banks meet expectations and an escalation process where “progress is deemed insufficient” (see page 5). For this accountability process to be credible, the CSAB encourages the UNEP FI secretariat to disclose the number of member banks that are identified as “falling behind on implementation” and, subsequently, the number that are placed on the inactive list of signatories until shortcomings are addressed, or failing such redress, that are removed from the list of signatories. Similarly, the role of assurance in providing integrity and acting as a trust anchor will be important, and CSAB members look forward to further data on this assurance as member banks submit their third-year reports.
6. **Client engagement**

Meaningful and effective client engagement will be essential to implementing member banks’ Principles requirements (and broader) goals. Just as reporting on financed emissions has been an important focus during the first four-year implementation period, the CSAB expects that robust reporting on client engagement policies, systems, and—ultimately—the results of client engagement will be a central focus in future. As this report rightly notes, these data “will become increasingly important as the member banks have set targets and now need to work with their clients and customers to implement them, including the need to map and support climate transition plans and the decision-making process when the goals are not fulfilled” (see page 27). To this end, the CSAB commends the Principles’ intent to track this metric as both data and effective practice examples on client engagement are sought and looks forward to seeing greater detail disclosed both by member banks and in the Principles’ next progress report.

7. **Policy and stakeholder engagement**

Given the scale of the climate, nature, and social justice challenges that society faces, effective public policy will be critical to creating the enabling conditions for ambitious private-sector action. Member banks have an important role to play in informing and advocating for these policies.

Analyses, such as Ceres’ Responsible Policy Engagement on Climate Change (Ceres 2022), indicate that there is often a disconnect between companies’ stated climate and other sustainability policies and their lobbying and policy advocacy positions, particularly with respect to the associations to which they belong. The limited data available on stakeholder engagement, including with employees (and how member banks go about employee engagement) and external lobbying and advocacy activity, is noted (see page 30). Policy and stakeholder engagement is a recommended future focus area, particularly as the Principles develops 2030 guidance. To help demonstrate leadership in this important area of the Principles, the CSAB encourages member banks to provide greater transparency on their stakeholder engagement, including their approach to direct lobbying and how they are engaging their trade associations to advocate on their behalf.
Executive summary

“It always seems impossible until it’s done.”

Nelson Mandela

325 member banks in 80 countries

1. The Principles for Responsible Banking (the Principles) serve as a framework that many banks worldwide use to guide their responsible banking practices. Member banks pledge action to align their strategy, decision-making, lending, and investments with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and international agreements such as the Paris Agreement on climate change (the Paris Agreement). The idea is that responsible banking practices can have both economic benefits and the potential for positive societal and environmental impacts through lending, investments, and client relationships. Since its establishment, the Principles have grown from 130 founding member banks in 2019 to 325 members in 80 countries, representing almost USD 90 trillion in assets (50% of global banking assets). This second biennial report, coming at the end of the initial four-year implementation phase, relies mainly on data from the member banks that have made it to the halfway mark of the implementation phase. Thus, it is just a glimpse of the collective progress of member banks. It synthesises individual reports from 245 member banks, allowing a moment of reflection on the achievements and challenges encountered. The following points cover the key findings from this midway point in the four-year initial implementation period.

94% aligned to global agreements

2. Most (94%) member banks have established public strategies aligned with the SDGs, the Paris Agreement, and other relevant frameworks. This shows the implementation of Principle 1, under which member banks commit to align business strategies with the needs of individuals and societal goals. Two-thirds (69%) have integrated sustainability topics into their overall strategy, while 25%...
have standalone sustainability strategies. This reflects a growing trend of mainstreaming sustainability into member banks’ banking practices. The majority (83%) are analysing the impacts of their portfolios. This figure is notably higher than the industry average of 20% of financial institutions openly acknowledging their impact on people and the planet (World Benchmarking Alliance 2022). Of member banks analysing their impact, 96% have identified at least one area where they can make the most substantial contributions to society and the environment within their operating regions. This shows dedication to Principle 2, under which member banks commit to enhance positive impacts and reduce negative ones resulting from their activities, products, and services. Many member banks use approaches such as the UNEP FI Impact Analysis Tool to assess their impact systematically across their portfolios, aligning with global, regional, and local priorities.

77% with at least one public target

3. **Most member banks (77%) have set at least one public target related to their significant positive or negative impact areas.** Whilst 38% have set two targets and are working to refine them to fulfil Principle 2, under which member banks commit to establish and disclose targets in at least two areas where they can have the most significant impact. Many member banks prioritise climate change mitigation as a significant impact area, with 71% setting long-term net-zero targets. This number surpasses the industry average of 37% of leading financial institutions disclosing long-term net-zero targets (World Benchmarking Alliance 2022). Nearly half of the member banks participate in the Net-Zero Banking Alliance, an accelerator programme for financing ambitious climate action. Member banks are actively sharing effective practices and engaging stakeholders within and beyond the financial sector through collaborative efforts facilitated by the UNEP FI secretariat. This collaboration aims to develop strong targets in other vital areas, including climate change adaptation, nature, human rights, resource efficiency, and economic inclusion. For instance, member banks actively participate in the Nature Target-Setting Working Group and started adopting the Resource Efficiency and Circular Economy Target-Setting Guidance. These actions demonstrate their commitment to driving positive impact and sustainability across various topics.

---
1 The criteria used by the World Benchmarking Alliance differs from those used for the assessment in this report. Principles commitments are covered in the guidance “Impact Protocol: Impact analysis and management for banks” (United Nations Environmental Programme Finance Initiative [UNEP FI] 2022a). All member banks (100%) have committed to analysing their impact.
2 The criteria used by the World Benchmarking Alliance differs from those used for the assessment in this report. Principles commitments are covered in the guidance “Guidelines for Climate Target Setting for Banks” (UNEP FI 2022d). All member banks (100%) with climate change mitigation as an impact area have committed to setting targets in this area.
4. **Member banks demonstrate evidence of engaging with clients, customers, and stakeholders to encourage sustainable practices for people and the planet.** This shows progress towards Principles 3 and 4, emphasising responsible client collaboration and proactive engagement with relevant stakeholders to achieve society’s goals. Almost all member banks (94%) offer sustainable finance products and engage with selected clients to meet climate targets through tools, training and policies focused on reducing negative impacts and increasing positive impacts. Action is most advanced in climate change mitigation, but member banks address other impact areas such as climate change adaptation, nature, human rights, resource efficiency, and economic inclusion. Although data on stakeholder engagement is limited, member banks participate in initiatives like the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF), its sister organisation, the Partnership for Biodiversity Accounting Financials (PBAF), the Paris Agreement Capital Transition Assessment (PACTA), the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and Taskforce on Nature-Related Financial Disclosures (TNFD). These collaborations involve industry associations, governments, and regulators in developing robust and meaningful targets in key impact areas.

5. **Member banks show strong evidence of implementing effective governance and transparency to embed sustainability throughout their organisations.** This helps them to operationalise their commitments and foster a culture of responsible banking, which they committed to under Principle 5. An impressive 98% of member banks have integrated sustainability oversight into their governance, with 91% at the board and Chief Executive Officer level. This high level of governance significantly surpasses the industry average of 22% of member banks incorporating impact management and strategy into governance (World Benchmarking Alliance 2023). However, only 38% have linked sustainability to remuneration, an area that the UNEP FI secretariat and the Principles “PRB Academy” aim to accelerate. All member banks, due to publish reports, have done so, meeting their commitment under Principle 6 for transparency and accountability. Within four years of signing the Principles, independent assurance is expected. Thus far, 52% of member banks with third reports included assurance. This report reflects 34% of member bank

---

3 The criteria used by the World Benchmarking Alliance differs from those used for the assessment in this report. All member banks (100%) have committed to implementing effective governance and a culture of responsible banking.
Looking forward

6. **Member banks are urged to build upon their progress and accelerate action, enhancing their efforts in critical impact areas such as climate change adaptation, nature, human rights, resource efficiency, and economic inclusion.** Efforts to develop methodologies and standard metrics for setting impactful targets are ongoing, addressing a challenge encountered by some member banks. Commended are member banks actively engaged in this work as they pave the way for others to follow. The evolving landscape since the Principles' inception, the insights from this report, the Civil Society Advisory Body independent view and regulatory and standard-setting developments will guide the framework, milestones, and expectations for the next seven years of the implementation journey leading up to 2030.
In September 2019, United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres and more than a hundred member banks launched the Principles for Responsible Banking, recognising the pivotal role of the global banking sector in achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Sustainability considerations have become increasingly important to the finance industry over the last decade, driven by the urgent challenges of climate change, nature loss, pollution, and stresses on social cohesion. Global events like the COVID-19 pandemic and economic volatility have further highlighted the need to address these issues and promote environmental and social resilience. As a result, there has been a notable surge in sustainable finance policies and regulations worldwide, demonstrating regulatory support and adding to member banks’ change risk burden. The economic rationale for responsible finance is evident, as banks play a pivotal role in accelerating a positive global transition for people and the planet through their lending, investments, and extensive client relationships across various sectors of the economy—their financing and investments shape the future.

The Principles for Responsible Banking

The Principles for Responsible Banking (the Principles) serve as a leading global framework for responsible banking, guiding member banks to align their strategies and practices with the SDGs and the Paris Agreement on climate change (the Paris Agreement). These six principles infuse purpose and ambition into sustainable finance, shaping member banks’ operations, portfolios and engagements with clients and stakeholders. By embracing the Principles, member banks actively enhance positive impacts, reduce negative ones, and promote responsible banking throughout their portfolios, activities, products and services. Through transparent reporting and accountability, member banks demonstrate their commitment to building a more sustainable and resilient future, addressing climate change, nature loss, pollution, and social inequalities to create a positive global transition for people and the planet.
### Principle 1: Alignment

We will align our business strategy to individuals’ needs and society’s goals, as expressed in the SDGs, the Paris Agreement and relevant national and regional frameworks.

### Principle 2: Impact & Target Setting

We will continuously increase our positive impacts while reducing the negative impacts on, and managing the risks to, people and environment resulting from our activities, products and services. To this end, we will set and publish targets where we can have the most significant impacts.

### Principle 3: Clients & Customers

We will work responsibly with our clients and our customers to encourage sustainable practices and enable economic activities that create shared prosperity for current and future generations.

### Principle 4: Stakeholders

We will proactively and responsibly consult, engage and partner with relevant stakeholders to achieve society’s goals.

### Principle 5: Governance & Culture

We will implement our commitment to these Principle through effective governance and a culture of responsible banking.

### Principle 6: Transparency & Accountability

We will periodically review our individual and collective implementation of these Principles and be transparent about and accountable for our positive and negative impacts and our contribution to society’s goals.

---

**Figure I:** The six principles to which member banks are committed | Source: UN Environmental Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI)

---

### Significant increase in membership since inception

Since its inception, membership in the Principles has seen substantial growth. The initiative boasts 325 member banks hailing from 80 countries, a significant increase from the 130 founding member banks that joined in September 2019.

Among the members, 20 (6%) are Global Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs) (Financial Stability Board 2022), representing two-thirds of G-SIBs and accounting for USD 43 trillion (48% of all member banks’ assets). Developed economies account for 63% of the member banks, while 37% are headquartered in developing economies. As Figure II indicates, Europe and the Asia Pacific account for 91% of the member bank assets.
Figure II: Geographic coverage of member banks as of 30 June 2023 | Source: UNEP FI
Progress achieved by Principles’ member banks

Over the past four years, member banks have made progress in laying foundations, aligning their strategies, enhancing governance, upskilling their workforce, and assessing their impacts while regularly disclosing their progress on implementing the Principles. They work with The UNEP FI secretariat (the secretariat) to actively develop critical guidance, toolkits, and knowledge to advance sustainability in climate change, nature preservation, pollution reduction and social issues. Priorities in this reporting period included collaborating with members to strengthen impact analysis, improve data quality for setting targets, and build expertise across sustainability domains such as nature, resource efficiency and circular economy, climate change adaptation, human rights, and gender equality, encouraging an integrated approach.

Accountability

About this report

This second biennial progress report synthesises individual reporting from 245 member banks that joined between 2019 and 2022, representing 75% of all member banks as of 30 June 2023.

This report presents the progress of member banks mainly based on the data from member banks that have made it to the halfway mark of their four-year initial implementation period; since 34% of the data is sourced from member banks’ first reports, 51% from the second, and 15% from the third. This report also includes examples of effective practices from member banks’ reporting. Figure III illustrates the timeline that member banks should adhere to when publishing and having their reports assured.

Figure III: Timeline of reporting to disclose progress on implementing the Principles | Source: UNEP FI
Improvements in data collection since the first biennial progress report

The method of collecting member bank data was upgraded between the first and second biennial progress reports, making direct comparisons challenging. In the first biennial progress report, member banks self-assessed their performance at a single point in time. For this report, data was gathered through templates supported by member banks’ public reporting and assessed against the Principles’ commitments. The data collection was part of the annual meetings conducted by the secretariat since 2021, with each member bank to evaluate progress on implementing the Principles and offer feedback and recommendations (the feedback and review process) (UN Environmental Programme Finance Initiative [UNEP FI] 2021a). Where possible, this report also analyses differences in progress for member banks joining at different stages.

Data assumptions and limitations

While this report provides a more accurate depiction of progress in implementing the Principles, some limitations exist. There is inevitable subjectivity involved as review specialists have recorded progress during the feedback and review process while guidance, practices and tools continued to evolve. The feedback and review process revealed weaknesses in the member banks’ disclosures, for example, the need for more information on portfolio composition and impact measurement. Consequently, version two of the Reporting and Self-Assessment Template (the reporting template)—used since March 2023, following the Principles’ framework review—is more detailed about the data required. This report reflects the transition from member banks’ self-reporting to data collection via versions one and two of the reporting templates, resulting in a smaller dataset for specific analyses, such as those focused on clients and customers, and stakeholders.

Data collection occurred at different implementation stages. There is a delay between member banks’ progress in implementing the Principles, public reporting, annual feedback and review, and data inclusion in this report.

Accountability process

When member banks are identified as falling behind on implementation, the secretariat acts, providing transparent recommendations through the feedback and review process, conducting one-on-one support meetings, and referring member banks to relevant working groups and capacity-building sessions.

Progress on implementing the Principles against commitments is assessed via the feedback and review process. If progress is deemed insufficient and the member bank is unwilling or unable to meet the Principles commitment they signed, the member bank is referred to the Banking Board. The Banking Board decides whether to 1) provide more time for the member bank to address issues, 2) place it on the inactive signatories list until it is on track, or 3) remove it from the list of signatories.
Civil Society Advisory Body

The Civil Society Advisory Body (CSAB) comprises twelve organisations representing diverse regions, sustainability topics and stakeholder groups. It is a unique platform for constructive engagement between wider civil society and member banks. The CSAB’s role is to provide oversight of the Principles to help them remain relevant to societal needs and work towards member banks fulfilling their commitments with ambition and transparency. One of its tasks is to provide an independent assessment of member banks’ progress in implementing the Principles outlined in this report (see "Civil Society Advisory Board independent view"). Additionally, recommendations and adjustments resulting from their independent view of the first biennial progress report are detailed in Appendix 1.
Current status of member banks’ implementation

Principle 1: Alignment

Member banks commit to aligning their business strategy to be consistent with and contribute to individuals’ needs and society’s goals, as expressed in the SDGs, the Paris Agreement, and relevant national and regional frameworks.

Most (94%) member banks have public strategies aligning with the SDGs, the Paris Agreement, and other frameworks. Among them, 69% have integrated sustainability into their overall strategy, while 25% have standalone sustainability strategies. This reflects a growing trend of mainstreaming sustainability into banking practices, highlighting a strong commitment to responsible and environmentally conscious strategies.

Future biennial progress reports will assess how member banks operationalise their strategies in decision-making, lending, and investments, tracking their performance against targets. Actions are expected in four areas as per the guidance "Impact Protocol: Impact analysis and management for banks" (UNEP FI 2022a):

- Portfolio composition and financial flows
- Client engagement
- Advocacy work
- Internal policies

Alignment: Effective practice

Effective practice involves member banks demonstrating a clear link between their identified impacts, purpose, vision, and overall strategy.

They set specific objectives and action plans supported by robust governance structures, including remuneration and staff training.

For example, a member bank identified climate change mitigation and financial health and inclusion as its most significant impacts and incorporated them into a sustainability pillar—one of three pillars in its overall group strategy. Under the sustainability pillar, the member bank focuses on achieving a just transition to a net-zero emissions
economy, supporting environmental regeneration, and building resilience, all aligned with relevant SDGs. Simultaneously, it promotes long-term social, cultural, and financial well-being in its geographical and jurisdictional context, aligning with other SDGs.

**To work towards successful implementation:**

- The member bank established clear objectives, policies, and procedures, including stakeholder engagement and decision-making processes.
- Relevant business units take ownership of their responsibilities; the member bank tracks progress using key performance indicators and links remuneration to achieving targets and interim milestones for executives and staff.
- The member bank actively participates in the Net-Zero Banking alliance (NZBA) and the Financial Health and Inclusion Commitment, benefiting from peer learning and technical support.

**Human rights are a core strategic commitment for many member banks, extending to all aspects of their finance and operations.** Several member banks have recently released new or updated human rights policies in alignment with the International Bill of Human Rights, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) and the International Labour Organization Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. When addressing human rights, effective practice by members includes signing human rights policies at the most senior level and defining specific governance of human rights at the board level, covering all areas of the member bank operations—clients, employees, and suppliers.

Furthermore, at a strategic level, member banks collaborate with the secretariat and stakeholders to align their actions on nature with the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework targets, as agreed upon at the Convention on Biological Diversity during COP15 (Convention on Biological Diversity 2022). Additionally, the secretariat and a working group of member banks actively contribute to developing the future Global Plastic Treaty (expected in 2024). By integrating their impacts into their overall strategies, member banks take tangible steps towards a sustainable future, embracing their roles as responsible banks.
Alignment real-world impact

Resource efficiency and circular economy

The real-world impact of a member bank’s commitment to resource efficiency and circular economy is significant and far-reaching. By actively working towards a Global Plastic Treaty and implementing a comprehensive group-wide strategy, the member bank is making tangible strides in reducing plastic usage. This contributes to reducing plastic pollution and its detrimental effects on the environment, wildlife, and human health.

Through its advisory efforts, the member bank empowers its clients and customers to adopt sustainable practices that minimise plastic-related risks and foster more environmentally responsible business operations. By promoting and incentivising the adoption of alternative plastics, the member bank is driving a shift towards more sustainable and eco-friendly choices in various industries.

Moreover, the member bank’s support and financing of initiatives that promote product design changes, reusability and recycling have a transformative effect on waste management. It encourages a circular economy approach, where products are designed for extended use and materials are recycled or repurposed, thereby reducing the volume of plastic waste in landfills or polluting natural ecosystems.

This member bank’s proactive approach sets a positive precedent for the financial industry. The bank’s leadership and innovative practices inspire other banks, businesses, and stakeholders to prioritise resource efficiency and circular economy principles.

Human rights

Many member banks have proactively addressed human rights concerns with comprehensive group-wide policies. For example, a member bank’s human rights policy includes a risk-based due diligence approach, focusing on sectors such as manufacturing that face increased scrutiny for human rights practices, especially concerning international/non-citizen/low-wage workers. The member bank also considers nature integrity in its financing and business decisions while closely monitoring clients’ environmental and social action plans. As part of its human rights policy, the member bank requires high-risk sector clients to:

1. Establish a human rights policy or commitment.
2. Conduct human rights due diligence to identify and mitigate risks.
3. Implement a grievance mechanism for anonymity and to mitigate retaliation.

Clients needing improvement are asked to commit to action plans, with some engaging external experts to assess their recruitment processes involving international/non-citizen/low-wage workers. Notably, around one in five of the member bank’s assessed clients have been requested to implement action plans to enhance their human rights practices—resulting in tangible improvements in working conditions.

By implementing rigorous policies and engaging with their clients, member banks demonstrate their commitment to upholding human rights standards and driving positive change in sectors facing significant human rights challenges. These actions align with the Principles’ objectives, fostering a more sustainable and responsible financial industry with tangible impacts on promoting and protecting human rights.
Principle 2: Impact and target-setting

Impact analysis

Member banks commit to conducting an impact analysis to identify their most significant (potential) positive and negative impacts on the societies and environment where they operate. The impact analysis should cover the bank’s core business areas. This is defined by the bank’s main customer segments served, the types of products and services provided, and the main sectors and activities across the main geographies in which the bank offers products and services. Considering the main challenges and priorities related to sustainable development where the bank and its clients operate. The bank should engage relevant stakeholders, including civil society, to inform aspects of the analysis.

Impact analysis: Evaluating public reporting after the four-year initial implementation period

At the end of the initial four-year implementation period, the accountability process will evaluate member banks’ public reporting for evidence of the following:

- The scope of the impact analysis, covering the member bank’s portfolio, is relevant and adequately defined.
- The most relevant challenges and priorities related to sustainable development in the member bank’s main geographies are considered.
- The member bank prioritises at least two areas of significant impact, explaining the rationale based on its portfolio and context.
- Performance measurement of the chosen impact areas is data-driven, using appropriate indicators applicable to the member bank’s context.
- A transparent, objective methodology is used for impact analysis.
- Findings are presented and discussed internally, involving the member bank’s established governance.

These checks help member banks to effectively analyse the impacts associated with their portfolios and progress in implementing the Principles aligning their portfolios with sustainability objectives, including climate objectives.

Data-driven impact analysis of their portfolios is new to member banks, and it has taken some time for member banks to understand that it goes beyond the scope of the Global Reporting Initiative materiality assessment, which is how many member banks understood the requirement at first.

**Data-driven impact analysis requires sustainability teams to work with colleagues from other departments, such as risk, business units, strategy, and finance, to collect relevant information on portfolio composition and geographical and jurisdictional context.**
This holistic and evidence-based approach informs the impact analysis, supports measuring the impacts of member banks’ portfolios, and evaluates how to translate them into targets.

Most member banks (83%) have conducted an impact assessment of their portfolios, starting to identify their most significant (potential) positive and negative impacts on society and the environment. This figure is notably higher than the industry average of 20% of financial institutions openly acknowledging their impact on people and the planet (World Benchmarking Alliance 2022). Among the member banks analysing the impact of their portfolios, 37% fully meet their commitment (see the “Impact Analysis: Evaluating public reporting after the four-year initial implementation period” box for the criteria), while 46% partially meet them.

An evidence-based methodology for impact analysis is crucial as it helps member banks understand and manage their impacts on people and the planet. While member banks must respond to their operational impacts, the Principles prioritise assessing the impacts of their portfolios, products and services.

Most (88%) member banks that meet their Principles’ impact analysis commitment used approaches incorporating the UNEP FI Impact Analysis tool. However, 70% of member banks that have yet to meet their commitment solely relied on their materiality assessment without further considering business impacts and societal needs. Understanding that impact analysis goes beyond materiality assessment remains a support priority.

As the implementation progressed, member banks’ impact analysis of their portfolios improved, although not significantly. For instance, 83% of member banks that signed in 2019 now meet some or all of their commitments, compared to 76% of those that signed in 2021. This improvement reflects member banks’ better understanding and implementation of the impact analysis, aided by feedback and review meetings, updated toolkits, capacity-building programs and the guidance detailed in Appendix 2. This improvement is not as pronounced as we expect in future, as member banks signing in 2019 were developing methodologies that are now established.

Among member banks, 75% have prioritised two impact areas associated with their portfolios for setting targets, 19% have chosen one, and 6% are yet to identify their impact areas. This trend is consistent among founding member banks from 2019, with 77% selecting two impact areas, 20% choosing one, and 3% still identifying impact areas. The early engagement of founding member banks in developing impact analysis methodologies and providing feedback on the UNEP FI impact analysis tool has likely influenced this trend, benefiting newer member banks.

---

4 The criteria used by the World Benchmarking Alliance differs from those used for the assessment in this report. Principles commitments are covered in the guidance “Impact Protocol: Impact analysis and management for banks” (UNEP FI 2022a). All member banks (100%) have committed to analysing their impact.
Most member banks selected climate change mitigation as the most significant impact associated with their portfolios (87%), followed by financial health and inclusion/inclusive economies/diversity and inclusion (46%).

More advanced member banks have identified interdependences between nature, resource efficiency and circular economy, and human rights as critical for meeting their climate change mitigation targets. Some member banks engage with their clients and customers on interlinked topics, even where they aren’t one of their two most significant impacts—concurrently working with clients and customers on climate change mitigation and nature-positive plans. Figure IV shows the impact areas that member banks identified.

The relative importance of impact areas associated with portfolios varies by region. Due to their exposure to greenhouse gas intense sectors, combined with regional regulatory requirements, European member banks primarily focus on climate change mitigation (95%). On the other hand, many member banks in developing countries prioritise social topics. Geography-specific challenges and priorities influence member banks’ choice of significant impacts, leading to diverse regional approaches. For instance, Chinese member banks link their impacts to China’s 14th five-year plan, emphasising climate change mitigation and rural revitalisation. Figure V provides a summary of these regional differences.
Regionally, the majority of member banks in North America (100%), Europe (95%) and Asia Pacific (91%) prioritise climate change mitigation as their main impact area. In Latin America and the Caribbean (64%) and the Africa and Middle East (60%), climate change mitigation is also a significant focus, while there is a higher-than-average emphasis on financial health and inclusion (45%) and social topics (53%), respectively. This data highlights the regional priorities in responsible banking and reflects the diverse challenges and opportunities member banks face worldwide.

Gender equality is also a selected impact area associated with portfolios, chosen by 6% of member banks. This number does not include member banks addressing gender inequality through other areas of impact, such as financial health and inclusion, and through internal human resources policies. Progress has been made by 47% of the member banks that have already partially measured their performance, and 27% have partially set a target. This indicates growing support for the importance of gender equality and the efforts being made by member banks to address this critical issue.

The second biennial progress report shows a significant shift towards performance measurement to establish baselines for setting targets, particularly in climate change mitigation.

Two-thirds (68%) of member banks have measured their climate change mitigation performance using financed greenhouse gas emissions as an indicator, with 70% adopting the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF) standard.

Measurement of climate change mitigation performance is highest in North America (89%) and Europe (74%) and lowest in the Africa and Middle East (33%), which is expected and aligned with their different geographic contexts (see Figure V). This increasing focus on performance measurement reflects the growing commitment of member banks to address climate change and track the impact of their financing on greenhouse gas emissions.
Member banks in developing countries have encountered challenges in measuring and disclosing their financed greenhouse gas emissions, attributed to several reasons:

1. The methodologies are less detailed for developing countries, limiting their measurement capabilities and data quality.
2. Substantial portfolios in agriculture and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) present challenges in measurement, as these areas are generally more complex to assess.
3. Limited access to client data hinders member banks’ ability to measure their emissions more systematically.
4. Concerns that they may be criticised, combined with less regulatory pressure in developing countries to disclose financed greenhouse gas emissions.
5. A lack of relevant skills internally and difficulties in recruiting consultants with appropriate expertise further complicate the measurement process.

Despite member banks’ challenges in developing countries, several have taken proactive steps to overcome these obstacles.

To address the skills shortage in developing countries, member banks have implemented targeted specialist training programs for senior hires and offered fast-track initiatives for young graduates interested in sustainability, including climate change mitigation. They are better equipped to handle sustainability-related strategies and actions by building expertise.

Moreover, some member banks in developing countries have chosen transparency and openness by disclosing their initial financed greenhouse gas measurement attempts. They actively seek feedback from external stakeholders to help them improve, even if it includes criticism. This feedback-driven approach is critical for continuous improvement and progress in their sustainability efforts. These efforts demonstrate member banks’ unwavering commitment to enhancing their portfolios’ impact analysis, increasing their capabilities and improving sustainability practices. By proactively tackling barriers and embracing innovative solutions, these member banks make progress and set an example for others in their region.

Financial health and inclusion is the second most advanced area for measuring real-life impact. Core indicators to measure financial health and inclusion impact were published in 2022 (UNEP FI 2022b). While there is a time lag between publishing indicators, member banks measuring their performance, and reporting their progress. The secretariat is starting to capture the real-world impact of member banks’ efforts in this area through the feedback and review process. This signifies the growing importance of addressing financial health and inclusion and the commitment of member banks to track their impact in this crucial domain.

Member banks are making progress in measuring their performance in various impact areas, although the methodologies are still in their early stages. Commended are the member banks taking the lead in pioneering innovative approaches. Member banks encounter challenges in asking their clients and customers to report on indicators that are not well-established, for example, the percentage of non-recycled waste generated.
Despite these challenges, some member banks are making strides with the support of business associations and strategic partnerships. Additionally, the secretariat contributes to regional-specific publications, such as “Unlocking Circular Economy Finance in Latin America and the Caribbean: The Catalyst for a Positive Change” (UNEP FI 2023a), to support member banks’ sustainability efforts in specific areas. These initiatives highlight the industry’s ongoing commitment to enhancing measurement practices and advancing its impact analysis capabilities.

**Impact analysis: Effective practice**

**Effective impact analysis is evidenced when member banks establish a strong connection between their geographic context and their portfolios, activities, products and services.**

This involves gaining a comprehensive understanding of both their positive and negative impacts associated with their financing. Key components of effective practice include:

1. **Comprehensive scope:** Member banks assess most business activities, including corporate banking, retail banking, investment banking and asset management. They also assess their market position in their countries of operation.
2. **Transparency:** Member banks disclose the percentage split between different sectors and industries for corporate banking and provide information about products, services, and customer types for retail banking.
3. **Relevance and context:** Member banks evaluate their most significant positive and negative impacts across their portfolios to align with global, regional, and national sustainability priorities, including climate priorities, in their context.
4. **Objective methodology:** Member banks utilise reliable tools like the UNEP FI impact analysis tool or equivalent to facilitate a data-driven and systematic approach to impact assessment.
5. **Periodic review:** Member banks periodically review the appropriateness of their impact analysis and rerun it when necessary due to changes in their portfolio, strategy, or geographical and jurisdictional context.
6. **Internal engagement:** Findings are presented and discussed internally, involving board members, senior management, and subsidiary banks as required.
7. **Integration into strategy:** Member banks integrate the results of their impact analysis into their overall strategy. This influences decision-making, client interactions, the development of products and services, and remuneration.
8. **Climate change mitigation focus:** Member banks leading in climate change mitigation measure their financed emissions using recognised standards such as PCAF. They also engage with initiatives such as the NZBA and the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) for learning and support.
9. **Emerging impact areas:** In areas where understanding and methodologies are less advanced, member banks collect data on customer engagement and financial flows using practice indicators—which focus on actions the member bank takes to manage (positive and negative) impacts—with a plan to collect impact data as methodologies evolve. Participation in the resource efficiency and circular economy and nature working groups facilitates peer learning and offers technical support.
Through effective impact analysis, member banks make informed strategic decisions to prioritise sustainable business lines, reduce negative impacts and drive positive change in areas that matter most to society and the environment.

Impact analysis real-world impact

Environmental impacts
One member bank’s dedication to climate change mitigation and global goals, the results of their impact analysis, combined with a cost-benefit analysis, translated into not offering indirect corporate lending facilities to companies engaged in fossil fuel production expansion. Instead, the member bank seized the opportunity for positive real-world impact by exploring interlinkages with the circular economy. This strategic shift demonstrates their commitment to fostering sustainable practices and contributing to a greener and more environmentally responsible future. Other member banks have made similar strategic decisions to position their portfolios and businesses for the future.

Social impacts
In a country facing a cost-of-living crisis, a large retail member bank utilised performance measurement data to assess the percentage of its customers capable of covering unexpected day-to-day expenses compared to the national average. This data-driven approach highlighted the urgent need to support customers who couldn’t meet unexpected day-to-day expenses.

To address this need, the member bank is taking decisive action by targeting these vulnerable customers with initiatives such as app nudges, targeted support, and developing tailored products to meet their needs. By doing so, the member bank aims to improve the lives of its customers, enabling them to manage unexpected expenses more effectively, improving their financial resilience.

The member bank appointed a chief customer officer to maintain a strategic focus on this critical initiative, underscoring their commitment to creating positive real-world change for their customers in challenging economic times.

These examples demonstrate that impact analysis empowers member banks to make informed decisions, aligning their operations with sustainable practices and societal needs.
Target setting

Member banks commit to set and publish at least two targets addressing their most significant positive and negative impacts. The targets should drive alignment with and substantially contribute to appropriate SDGs, the goals of the Paris Agreement, and other relevant international, national, or regional frameworks. Targets must be specific, measurable (quantitative or qualitative), achievable, relevant, and time-bound (SMART).

Target setting: Evaluating public reporting after the four-year initial implementation period

At the end of the initial four-year implementation period, the accountability process will assess member banks’ public reporting for evidence that their targets meet the following:

- Targets are set for at least two identified impact areas, which align with the member bank’s context and portfolio.
- Targets aim to contribute positively to society and the environment.
- Targets are specific, measurable, time-bound, and relevant to the identified impact areas.
- The member bank has plans to achieve its targets, including appropriate governance structures, and defined roles and responsibilities.
- Progress towards achieving the targets is regularly monitored and reported publicly.
- Targets are science-based targets or aligned with other recognised frameworks where applicable.

These checks help member banks set meaningful and impactful targets that contribute to sustainable development and align with the Principles’ vision. They aim to drive member banks’ commitment to achieving positive societal and environmental outcomes through their actions and operations.

Figure VI illustrates the interlinkages between targets, impact analysis outcomes, and member banks’ subsequent measures and actions. The impact analysis is the foundation, guiding member banks to identify their most significant positive and negative impacts. Based on this analysis, banks set specific targets to address and enhance their performance in the most significant impact areas. To work towards accountability and progress in implementing the Principles, member banks closely monitor the implementation of these targets through their governance processes. This includes regular reviews and assessments to track the member bank’s performance against the targets. Ideally, these efforts are tied to remuneration, motivating employees to contribute to the member bank’s sustainability targets actively and incentivising positive real-world impacts.
Most member banks (77%) have set at least one public target related to their significant positive or negative impact areas. Notably, 38% have established two targets, 39% have one, and 23% are formulating targets. Among the founding member banks from 2019, 81% have already set targets, with 38% focusing on two areas, 43% on one, and 19% actively working towards target establishment. To facilitate continuous progress in implementing the Principles, member banks encountering challenges in implementation receive dedicated support through capacity-building programs and from our implementation support team.

Of the 213 member banks focusing on climate change mitigation, 46% are NZBA member banks. Impressively, 98% of these NZBA banks have already set initial targets, confirming their dedication to accelerating progress in climate change mitigation efforts. Additionally, among the member banks with assets exceeding USD 1 trillion, 83% are NZBA banks, underscoring the significant real-world impact they can generate through their efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and finance the transition towards a more sustainable future. The NZBA is vital in driving positive change and leading towards a greener and more responsible banking industry.

Member banks’ adoption of climate change mitigation targets has seen remarkable progress since the launch of the Principles. A notable 86% of member banks that signed the Principles in 2019 and have climate change mitigation as an impact area have set climate targets, compared to 79% for those who joined in 2020 and 73% for signatories in 2021. These percentages surpass the industry average of 37% of member banks with long-term net-zero targets (World Benchmarking Alliance 2022).

5 The criteria used by the World Benchmarking Alliance differs from those used for the assessment in this report. Principles commitments are covered in the guidance “Guidelines for Climate Target Setting for Banks” (UNEP FI 2022d). All member banks (100%) with climate change mitigation as an impact area have committed to setting targets in this area.
targets. This substantial growth in climate targets underscores the heightened attention and urgency climate change has gained over the past two years, and the establishment of the NZBA further amplifies efforts to limit global warming.

The Principles has made significant strides in promoting sustainable practices through its published guidance from various working groups, including the NZBA, as detailed in Appendix 2. The introduction of “Theories of Change,” which outline how actions lead to results contributing to impactful outcomes, has further strengthened these efforts. The current focus areas include climate change mitigation (UNEP FI 2022g), financial health and inclusion (UNEP FI 2022h), and resource efficiency and circular economy (UNEP FI 2022f), with plans to expand the Theory of Change offering in the future. These initiatives are crucial to helping member banks mainstream sustainability, including climate. For example, the Theory of Change allows member banks to monitor their progress in working towards impact targets, report and be accountable for this progress.

Financial health and inclusion emerged as a critical sustainability challenge for financial institutions in the first biennial progress report (UNEP FI 2021b). Recognising its potential to drive a positive impact across the SDGs, 28 pioneering member banks took a momentous step. They signed the Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion in December 2021. Today, the Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion has grown to include 33 member banks, representing more than 46% of member banks focusing on financial health and inclusion as a significant impact across various regions worldwide. These committed member banks have set ambitious impact targets within 18 months of signing. As outlined in the Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion Summary Report (UNEP FI 2023b), the targets will significantly impact member banks’ customers. This commitment reflects the banking industry’s dedication to advancing financial inclusion and promoting positive change in individuals and communities worldwide.

Before the first cohort of member banks delivered their Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion targets in June 2023, a comprehensive library of indicators was made accessible on the commitment’s website. These indicators, also mentioned in the impact analysis section of this report, are available to member banks and are valuable examples of effective indicators to set ambitious targets for financial resilience, financial confidence, financial health, and financial inclusion. By utilising these indicators, member banks can enhance their efforts, make significant strides in achieving their targets, and foster positive impact.
Emerging trends in the banking industry show a growing interest in nature and resource efficiency. European countries, particularly Western European member banks for biodiversity/nature and Scandinavian member banks for resource efficiency and circular economy, are leading the way in these efforts. While some member banks have set targets in these areas, many are still in the early stages of implementation. Financial targets, client engagement, and advocacy work are the most common targets, with only a few member banks with impact-based targets. Nevertheless, these member banks deserve praise for their pioneering efforts, as they pave the way for others to drive positive real-world outcomes.

Despite not being a selected impact area for a majority of member banks, work is progressing on nature and resource efficiency. As evidenced by the active participation of 36 member banks in the Nature Target-Setting Working Group and 72 member banks in the Nature Community (previously "the Biodiversity Community") for capability building. Similarly, 22 member banks are engaged in the Resource Efficiency and Circular Economy Working Group, indicating a strong commitment to explore and integrate these critical sustainability aspects.

These trends demonstrate the industry's support of the importance of nature and resource efficiency in achieving sustainable development and environmental conservation goals. Member banks' collective efforts in setting impactful targets and participating in working groups showcase their commitment to advancing positive change and preserving the planet's natural resources for future generations.

A progressive approach to setting targets

The absence of established approaches and standard metrics for impact areas like nature and resource efficiency and circular economy has resulted in slower progress in setting SMART targets compared to climate change mitigation. Despite this challenge, member banks are actively collaborating with the secretariat to establish appropriate and feasible approaches and metrics for their portfolios. A progressive approach to setting impact targets has been adopted as an interim solution. Member banks set practice targets—which link to actions undertaken by a member bank to manage its (positive and negative) impacts—specifically client engagement and portfolio composition/financial flow targets. Once the toolkits and methodologies are available, these practice targets are a foundation for future impact targets. To help member banks meet their commitments, these practice targets must be further strengthened within defined timelines and progress to impact targets. This approach reflects the industry's dedication to achieving sustainability and meaningful impacts while data, methodologies and metrics are being developed.

A five-step process for setting targets using a progressive approach includes:

1. Defining client engagement targets focused on key clients and customers within high-impact sectors.
2. Establishing financial flow targets to drive changes in portfolio composition.
3. Crafting a transparent plan for setting impact targets and openly communicating it in the Principles Reporting and Self-Assessment Template.
4. Setting clear and realistic timelines for target implementation.
5. Utilising a Theory of Change, if available for the specific impact area, to enhance the strategic direction of actions.

**Target setting: Effective practice**

Member banks demonstrating effective targets show a strong connection between their impact analysis and SMART targets aligned with the Paris Agreement and relevant regional, national, and local priorities. The following are the key examples of effective practice in target-setting for member banks.

**Climate change mitigation:**

1. Joining the NZBA and using the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials standard to measure financed emissions.
2. Employing sector-specific quantification of financed emissions and decarbonisation pathway modelling based on accepted metrics grounded in science.
4. Utilising regional-specific scenarios, such as those provided by the Network for Greening the Financial System, to address the specific contexts of developing countries. Member banks use proxy scenarios adapted to their regions when global scenarios do not represent local realities.
5. The scope and boundary of the targets cover a significant majority of the member bank's portfolio emissions where data and methodology allow.
6. Fulfilling the checks outlined in the NZBA Intermediate Target Disclosure Checklist (UNEP FI 2022c). All member banks demonstrating effective practice broadly apply the same criteria. Member banks in developing countries adapt the transition pathway to their geographic context and Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) where appropriate.

**Financial health and inclusion:**

1. Participating in the Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion to set ambitious targets.
2. Collaborating in UNEP FI-convened working groups to establish a unified framework for action.
3. Adopting the "Guidance on Financial Health & Inclusion Target Setting" (UNEP FI 2022e)
4. Identifying and targeting the most vulnerable customers in their portfolios and regions.
5. Focusing on financial resilience and overall health and expanding access to diverse financial opportunities.
6. Aligning the ambition level with national, regional, or global priorities.
7. Integrating targets for financial literacy, affordable financing (including affordable green financing), and other established targets alongside innovative measures.
Nature:
1. Adopting a progressive approach to setting impact targets, starting with practice targets focused on client engagement and financial objectives and utilising relevant guidance.
2. Joining the Nature Target-Setting Working Group to assess impact and set science-based targets.
3. Piloting the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) to promote nature conservation and restoration.

Resource efficiency and circular economy:
1. Adopting the "Resource Efficiency and Circular Economy Target Setting Guidance" (UNEP FI 2022f) approach, which outlines a progressive approach to setting impact targets, starting with practice targets focused on client engagement and financial objectives.
2. Participating in a task force to explore interlinkages with other impact areas, such as climate change mitigation.

Climate change adaptation:
1. Adopting a progressive approach to setting impact targets, starting with practice targets focused on client engagement and financial objectives.
2. Co-developing target-setting guidance with UNEP FI to accelerate action in climate change adaptation.

Actions to meet targets:
1. Portfolio composition and financial flows: Moving financing from potentially harmful sectors to positive-impact areas. Using gender equality as an example, increasing the number of projects subject to due diligence for gender-based risks and prioritising investments in gender-responsive and gender-equality-focused businesses.
2. Offering sustainable finance products: Member banks provide a range of green, social, and sustainable lending and investment products to promote environmentally friendly and socially responsible choices.
3. Engaging with clients: Member banks actively collaborate with selected clients, such as top emitters, to help them align with their climate change mitigation targets and adopt sustainable practices.
4. Providing tools and training to clients: Member banks offer tools and resources to measure emissions and support financial health and inclusion, empowering clients to make informed and sustainable financial decisions.
5. Establishing or strengthening governance: To oversee the delivery of their targets or processes of remedial action if the member bank does not achieve targets/milestones or the member bank detects unexpected negative impacts and links targets with remuneration.
6. Advocacy work: Working with regulators and government entities to advocate for necessary policies to achieve targets.
7. Developing sustainability-conscious policies and risk procedures and integrating them into existing policies and procedures where appropriate: Member banks are implementing policies and procedures to manage risks associated with unsustainable practices and align their operations with achieving their targets and responsible banking principles.

8. Integrating targets into financial planning: Member banks are incorporating sustainable finance targets into their financial planning processes to work towards actions aligned with achieving their impact targets.

9. Developing internal knowledge and capacity: Member banks are training their board members and staff to understand better and manage their impacts and commitments. It includes mandatory sustainability training and technical capacity building for selected areas.

10. Tracking and reporting progress: Member banks regularly monitor and record data, for example, on new green mortgages and financing emissions targets. This information is reviewed periodically to assess their progress and identify areas for improvement.
Target setting real-world impact

Enabling a cleaner, greener food and agriculture sector
A member bank with a large agriculture business is working on the following:

1. **Climate action:** By financing projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the member bank is actively contributing to mitigating climate change and protecting communities from its adverse effects, such as pollution, extreme weather events and sea-level rise.

2. **Reforestation and nature restoration:** Through monetising carbon removals from agroforestry, the member bank is promoting reforestation, enhancing nature, and improving soil health, thereby combating deforestation, and positively impacting the environment.

3. **Food security and nutrition:** Investing in agricultural cooperatives and agri-businesses improves food production, distribution, and access. This effort positively influences food security and nutrition for millions of people, aligning with the member bank’s commitment to achieving zero hunger.

4. **Climate resilience:** By developing finance solutions and promoting climate-resilient practices, the member bank assists communities in coping with climate-related challenges. This support safeguards livelihoods and enhances the well-being of vulnerable populations.

5. **Nature conservation:** Through integrating nature considerations into decision-making processes, protecting the planet’s nature and helping conserve crucial habitats for wildlife and ecosystems.

Improving financial health and inclusion
The Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion member banks, via their targets, work towards:

1. **Empowering entrepreneurs:** Support for unbanked or underbanked entrepreneurs leads to economic growth, new businesses, and job opportunities, improving livelihoods and communities.

2. **Job creation and economic development:** Member banks’ assistance benefits women and immigrants, reducing unemployment, increasing incomes, and promoting overall economic prosperity in their regions.

3. **Financial resilience:** By providing tools, training, and support, member banks help customers navigate financial challenges and build a strong foundation for their economic well-being. This resilience-building aspect of the commitment contributes to customers’ long-term financial stability and security, strengthening their ability to withstand economic uncertainties and shocks.

4. **Improved financial planning and security:** More customers with long-term saving plans achieve greater financial stability, build assets, and prepare for future challenges.

5. **Empowering women entrepreneurs:** Increasing the percentage of women with active financial products enables economic independence and empowers them to grow their businesses.

This commitment showcases dedication to financial well-being, economic growth, poverty reduction and equality. These initiatives positively impact individuals and communities by providing critical, innovative financial services and support, fostering inclusive economies and sustainable development.
Principle 3: Clients and customers

Member banks commit to working responsibly with their clients and customers to encourage sustainable practices and enable economic activities that create shared prosperity for current and future generations.

Member banks understand the significance of engaging with clients to achieve their targets:

1. Offering sustainable finance products.
2. Engaging with selected clients, for example, top emitters, to support them in meeting climate targets or those with major nature/biodiversity impacts to help them reduce negative impacts and transition to nature-positive practices.
3. Providing tools for measuring emissions and offering training on financial well-being.
4. Developing sustainability-conscious policies and risk procedures and integrating sustainability considerations, into existing policies and procedures where appropriate.

Most member banks (94%) offer sustainable finance products, encompassing green, social, and sustainable lending (green and social lending classified as sustainable lending by member banks) and investment solutions. Larger member banks tend to have more of these products than smaller ones. Every member bank (100%) with assets exceeding USD 100 billion provides sustainable finance options. Moreover, all member banks in the Asia Pacific, Africa and Middle East regions have integrated sustainable finance products into their offerings. While the exact proportion of these products within member banks’ portfolios is currently not disclosed, it is evident that sustainable finance is gaining widespread adoption among member banks. The observed breakdown of sustainable products is depicted in Figure VII.

Among the member banks assessed, 59% have set financial targets for their sustainable products, which include green and social lending. Founding member banks from 2019 tend to have more financial targets (65%) than the average. For member banks that joined in 2021, the percentage is lower at 41%. Notably, the category of largest-size member banks, with assets over USD 1 trillion, has a significantly higher percentage, with 87% of these member banks having set sustainable finance targets. This indicates...
a growing commitment among major financial institutions to align their sustainability efforts with concrete financial objectives.

**Sixteen member banks classified as G-SIBs have pledged USD 7 trillion in sustainable finance**, a significant contribution towards financing the SDGs and achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement. This directs substantial funding towards projects and initiatives that promote climate action, environmental sustainability, social development, and economic growth.

**Through the new reporting template (version two) introduced in late 2022, the secretariat now collects data on two crucial aspects of member banks’ sustainability efforts.** Firstly, it gathers information on whether member banks have policies or engagement processes with clients and customers to encourage sustainable practices. This highlights the member banks’ active promotion and support for sustainable initiatives among clients and customers. Secondly, the template captures data on member banks’ policies for sectors with the highest (potential) impacts, demonstrating their focus on addressing sustainability challenges in key sectors. This data will be included in the subsequent biennial progress report and will become increasingly important as the member banks set targets and need to work with their clients and customers to implement them, including the need to map and support climate transition plans and the decision-making process when the targets are not fulfilled.

**Clients and customers: Effective practice**

Member banks demonstrating effective practice in fulfilling the Principle of engaging with customers are proactively working with their clients and customers to seize business opportunities, build closer relationships and mitigate transition risks. Member banks partner with key clients and focus customer groups to work towards meeting their targets. They also leverage interlinkages, linking issues like nature and circular economy to climate change mitigation. This engagement changes the composition of the member banks’ portfolios. For future loans, clients need to align with the member bank’s targets (or a strategic decision is taken to meet targets via an alternate means). To be transparent and avoid “greenwashing,” banks use or develop public taxonomies for classifying their products and services. Examples follow:

**Climate change mitigation:**

1. Facilitating energy efficiency: For retail portfolios, member banks support energy-efficient measures like retrofitting and adaptation for properties at risk of flooding or bushfires. This helps improve environmental sustainability and enhances disaster resilience.

2. Emission reduction targets: In their corporate portfolios, member banks engage, assess impact, and set targets to encourage high-emitting clients to reduce their emissions.

3. Metrics for climate transition readiness: Member banks measure their clients’ climate transition readiness in relevant sectors. These metrics guide client engagement, leading to more informed and effective climate action.
4. Tracking progress: Member banks track their progress in fulfilling climate change mitigation targets. This works towards accountability and continuous improvement in their sustainable practices.

5. Data collection for broader impact: By collecting data on interlinked topics, such as nature, member banks assess the wider benefits of their actions beyond climate change mitigation.

6. Supporting clients through transition: Member banks provide valuable support to customers as they navigate reputational and transitional risks during their transition to a low-carbon economy.

7. Upskilling for engagement: Member banks upskill client- and customer-facing employees to foster appropriate engagement on sustainability topics. This enables the identification of new business opportunities and the establishment of impactful partnerships on the transition journey.

Financial health and inclusion:

1. Setting clear criteria for measuring vulnerability: Member banks understand the national, regional, or global context to identify populational groups and critical indicators that indicate vulnerability.

2. Providing better access to products and services: Member banks offer suitable savings and debt products, also managing financial well-being indicators to mitigate potential negative impacts such as over-indebtedness.

3. Providing training and tools: Member banks offer capacity building on financial skills and practical tools to support clients in managing their finances.

4. Creating dedicated departments: Member banks create focused teams to manage and assist vulnerable clients.

5. Offering microfinance products: Member banks offer microfinance with a greater focus on microfinance and support tools. A gender perspective is a common element for many member banks.
Clients and customers’ real-world impact

As a result of engaging clients and customers, member banks provide examples of significant real-world impacts:

1. **Energy efficiency and emission reduction**: By offering sustainable finance products and services, such as discounts on loan interest rates for energy-efficient homes and supporting the adoption of electric vehicles, member banks contribute to reducing carbon emissions, promoting environmental sustainability, and helping their clients save. This translates into a greener and cleaner world, with reduced greenhouse gas emissions and a positive impact on climate change.

2. **Aligning with carbon reduction targets**: There are examples of member banks taking a proactive approach by declining or reducing finance limits for customers whose carbon transition plans do not align with the member bank’s policies and carbon reduction targets. This encourages customers to adopt more sustainable practices, supporting the transition to a low-carbon economy. Member banks play a crucial role in curbing climate change and creating a more sustainable future by driving alignment with carbon reduction targets.

3. **Protecting nature**: There are examples of member banks implementing policies like No Deforestation, No Expansion on Peat and No Exploitation (NDPE) for sectors like palm oil and forestry to protect forests and nature, benefiting ecosystems and local communities. These efforts help preserve vital natural resources and habitats, contributing to nature conservation and the well-being of local communities that rely on these ecosystems.

4. **Just transition to a low-carbon economy**: For example, member banks engage with customers to work towards a just and inclusive transition to a low-carbon economy, providing support and time, particularly in sectors like food production, to avoid negative impacts on vulnerable communities and promote sustainable practices. This commitment aims that no one is left behind in transitioning to a more sustainable economy, promoting social equity and economic resilience.

5. **Empowering SMEs**: For example, member banks offer tools and guidance to SMEs to measure and reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, enabling them to become more sustainable and environmentally responsible. This allows enterprises to stay in the supply chains of larger companies with net-zero commitments, reducing the credit risk of these enterprises. By empowering SMEs, member banks contribute to economic growth and job creation, driving positive change at the grassroots level.
Principle 4: Stakeholders

Member banks commit to consult, engage, and partner with relevant stakeholders to achieve society’s goals proactively and responsibly.

In the initial years of the feedback and review process, member banks received support to comprehend their impacts and establish ambitious targets. At this stage, it is critical to capture stakeholder engagement data, facilitated by the most recent reporting template effective from March 2023. Member banks typically describe their engagement with stakeholders, including employees, during the Global Reporting Initiative materiality analysis and corporate governance reporting. However, the secretariat recommends more direct and in-depth engagement with significant stakeholders during impact analysis to better understand identified impacts and work towards targets that align with society’s expectations. Moreover, engaging stakeholders when defining targets is vital to assist member banks in creating ambitious targets in line with societal needs and preferences.

It is worth noting that despite the significance of climate-related policies in supporting member banks to achieve their net-zero commitments, few member banks disclosed their advocacy activities linked to engaging governments. Advocacy for supportive policies becomes crucial for advancing the broader sustainability agenda and driving collective efforts toward climate action. Additionally, many member banks actively participate in partnerships and initiatives to develop methodologies and frameworks for addressing climate, nature, and social challenges. These collaborations often involve engagement with sector associations, advancing critical topics and promoting sustainability within the banking industry.

Engaging stakeholders: Effective practice

Member banks regularly engage with their stakeholders. They consult, engage, collaborate, and partner with specific stakeholders, such as civil society organisations and think tanks, that can support them in performing a deep dive, establish a baseline on the areas of impact, and set SMART targets.

Examples of partnerships to advance setting targets are PCAF and PBAF to measure the performance, PACTA to align portfolios and TCFD and TNFD. Members have also established colleague advisory panels or designated non-executive directors to champion employee perspectives and promote employee voices in decision-making frameworks.
Stakeholders real-world impact

Emissions reduction and green housing
A member bank is making significant strides in reducing home emissions and promoting sustainable housing practices by convening a diverse group of companies and leaders from various sectors. Their advocacy for a comprehensive national retrofit strategy contributes to curbing carbon emissions, enhancing the sustainability of the construction sector, and fostering environmentally friendly housing. This collaboration is crucial in helping the member bank meet its NZBA targets for residential real estate, addressing barriers and challenges to achieving its sustainability goals. Through the member bank’s alliance, it campaigns for policy changes to build green homes for the future, create green jobs, support fair financing, make properties fit for the future, and deliver clean energy to homes where it operates. These collective efforts demonstrate the member bank’s dedication to combating climate change and working towards a greener, more sustainable future for all.

Gender equality advancement
Through collaborative efforts with UN Women, member banks have actively promoted gender-responsive financial services and internal practices, resulting in tangible impacts on gender equality. By breaking down gender barriers and empowering women economically, these member banks enable more women to access financial services and opportunities, improving financial inclusion and empowerment. Additionally, one member bank’s data analysis revealed gender disparities in financial parameters, prompting them to adopt a policy to only underwrite IPOs of companies in the US and Western Europe with at least two diverse board members, including one woman. This bold action fosters gender diversity in corporate leadership and highlights the member bank’s commitment to advancing gender equality. These collaborative efforts are making a positive difference in the lives of women and communities, driving meaningful change towards a more inclusive and gender-equal world.

Engaging with governments
A member bank has an active strategy to advocate for inclusive climate action. It regularly engages with policymakers across its country of operation and participates in national councils. The member bank submits its position and contribution to national policies, making these submissions available on its website—encouraging other actors to advocate for an inclusive climate transition.
The Principles catalyse mainstreaming sustainability governance within member banks, fostering collaboration between various business areas, such as retail banking corporate banking. This integration makes sustainability departments deeply ingrained within member banks and their subsidiaries. Notably, an impressive 98% of member banks have established a governance system that incorporates oversight of sustainability, with 91% placing governance at the board or chief executive officer (CEO) level. This high level of governance commitment significantly surpasses the 22% industry average for incorporating impact management and strategy into governance (World Benchmarking Alliance 2023),\(^6\) underscoring the transformative power of the Principles.

Among the largest member banks by assets, an overwhelming 96% of those with assets over USD 1 trillion have established governance at the board level, indicating a solid commitment to sustainability at the highest levels of decision-making. However, as the size of member banks decreases, board-level governance becomes less common, and executive-level governance becomes more prevalent. For example, 95% of member banks with assets ranging from USD 100 billion to 1 trillion have board-level governance, compared to 71% for member banks with assets ranging from USD 5 billion to 100 billion, 39% for banks with assets ranging from USD 1 billion to 5 billion, and 47% for banks with assets less than USD 1 billion. This trend is mirrored in the alignment of overall strategy, with 87% of banks with assets over USD 100 billion demonstrating strategy alignment, compared to 59% of banks with asset sizes less than USD 5 billion.

Among the member banks that signed the Principles in 2019, a significant proportion (77%) have established board-level governance, demonstrating their commitment to sustainability at the highest decision-making level.

Board governance is crucial in setting priorities and overseeing implementation, especially in hierarchical organisational cultures. As the CEO signs up to the Principles, having non-executive board members overseeing the implementation further reinforces the importance of sustainability within the organisation.

Regionally, Latin American and Caribbean member banks have adopted a mixed approach to governance, with oversight spread across various seniority levels, including the board, CEO, and senior management. This diversity in governance structures reflects the region’s unique context and approach to implementing responsible banking practices.

---

\(^6\) The criteria used by the World Benchmarking Alliance differs from those used for the assessment in this report. All member banks (100%) have committed to implementing effective governance and a culture of responsible banking.
Regarding remuneration practices linked to targets, only 38% of member banks reported incorporating such links, indicating the need for future emphasis in this area. Over the past two years, feedback and review meetings have focused on crucial implementation steps, including impact analysis, target setting, and accountability and reporting. As the initial four-year implementation period ends, the focus will shift towards actions and what is necessary to achieve targets, with increased attention on remuneration. Establishing sustainability-linked remuneration methodologies and practices can provide financial incentives for staff to meet targets, especially in cases where short-term profits may conflict with the long-term sustainability objectives of member banks. As these practices become more established, banks approaching this topic for the first time can benefit from existing frameworks to align remuneration with sustainable outcomes.

The Principles for Responsible Banking Academy (PRB Academy), developed in partnership with the Chartered Banker Institute and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, is a pivotal initiative aimed at enhancing capability building in banks worldwide. This unique education and training program empowers banking professionals to align their practices, strategies, operations, and decision-making with the objectives of the SDGs and the Paris Agreement. The Academy has conducted face-to-face courses in Mexico and India, attracting key stakeholders, including chief executives and directors from systemically important banks in these regions. Through its comprehensive training, the PRB Academy equips financial institutions with the necessary tools to contribute significantly to global sustainability goals.

**Governance and culture: Effective practice**

Member banks demonstrating effective practice have successfully mainstreamed sustainability considerations into their group-wide governance framework and processes:

1. Appointing executive team members to lead sustainability initiatives, driving the integration of sustainability across the organisation.
2. Enhancing board diversity by bringing in individuals with relevant sustainability experience or providing upskilling opportunities for current board members.
3. Active board oversight of the member bank’s response to the Principles, with support from management teams.
4. Collaborating with the board to establish the group’s purpose and integrating sustainability considerations into strategic reviews.
5. Monitoring progress toward agreed targets and goals, focusing on sustainability outcomes.
6. Considering sustainability-related factors in significant capital expenditures, acquisitions, and divestitures to align business decisions with sustainability targets.
7. Implementing training strategies to address knowledge gaps, including mandatory sustainability training for all staff and specialised training for targeted areas, to promote a culture of responsible banking and sustainability awareness.
Climate change mitigation:

1. Involving the board and management, including executive committees, senior leaders, management forums and working groups, to oversee the climate strategy and implementation plan.
2. Tracking sustainable finance, carbon-related assets, and financing emissions targets annually, reviewing risk appetite statements for environmental and social risks.
3. Incorporating financed emissions targets into their financial planning and internal capital allocation.
4. Seeking shareholder support for the goals of the Paris Agreement at annual general meetings, including commitments made as part of the Principles for Responsible Banking.
5. Linking executive variable remuneration to completing strategic objectives, capturing opportunities, and managing risks related to environmental and social topics.
6. Prioritising climate change training, making it available to all employees and the board to foster a culture of sustainability and responsibility throughout the organisation.

Human rights:

1. Signing human rights policies at the highest level of the organisation, demonstrating a solid commitment to upholding human rights principles.
2. Establishing specific human rights governance within their boards, with human rights considerations integrated into decision-making processes.
3. Extending human rights principles throughout all operations, including interactions with clients, treatment of employees, and engagement with suppliers.
4. Prioritising human rights considerations as a core part of their responsible banking practices, contributing to a more just and equitable society.
5. Demonstrating a commitment to positive societal impacts through their responsible practices and sustainable strategies, aligning with the vision of the Principles for a more sustainable and socially responsible future.
Governance and culture real-world impact

Remuneration
One impactful real-world example of the Principles in action is integrating sustainability criteria into a member bank’s employee remuneration. A member bank linked a material portion (in this case, 20% of variable remuneration) of the CEO’s total remuneration to specific sustainability goals. These goals included fulfilling the member bank’s commitment to the Principles, implementing a group-wide human rights policy, and driving new environmental, social, governance business volume. This creates a direct financial incentive for the CEO to act in ways that align with sustainable and responsible practices. The CEO’s performance and compensation are directly tied to the member bank’s progress in promoting human rights, environmental sustainability, and responsible banking practices. This approach demonstrates the member bank’s dedication to responsible banking and drives meaningful action and impact, as the CEO’s decisions and actions play a pivotal role in shaping the member bank’s sustainability outcomes and contributions to society and the environment.

Training
Establishing a sustainability academy within a member bank offering a targeted training catalogue covering essential to specialist courses has significant real-world impacts. By completing group-wide training on sustainability topics, half of the staff gains a shared understanding and commitment to responsible practices, fostering a culture that values sustainability. This empowers employees to make more informed decisions, leading to positive environmental and social impacts. Moreover, training 7% of staff globally in human rights showcases the member bank’s dedication to upholding human rights principles benefiting vulnerable communities and marginalised groups. The participation of relationship managers in a two-week seminar on sustainable finance equips them to drive sustainable business practices and influence clients positively. Additionally, appointing certified sustainability officers works towards practical implementation of sustainability across the member bank’s operations, resulting in concrete actions and initiatives that promote environmental protection and social responsibility.
Principle 6: Transparency and accountability

Member banks commit to describe how they implement the Principles and provide an assured assessment covering progress. This includes being transparent about and accountable for their positive and negative impacts and contribution to society’s goals and to assure their reporting on the Principles within four years of signing.

Transparency and accountability: Evaluating public reporting after the four-year initial implementation period

At the end of the initial four-year implementation period, the accountability process will evaluate member banks’ public reporting for evidence of the following:

- The member bank published its reporting template annually, or if a delay occurred, appropriate notice was given, and an extension was approved.
- The member bank has obtained limited independent assurance for impact analysis, target setting, target implementation and monitoring, and the governance structure for implementing the Principles on a comply-or-explain basis in case these areas cannot be assured (UNEP FI 2022i).

These checks help to promote transparency, accountability, and credibility in the reporting process, aiming that member banks adhere to the Principles and uphold their commitments to sustainability and positive societal impact.

As of June 2023, all member banks have fulfilled their reporting commitment, with 267 member banks submitting at least one report and 581 published reports received by the secretariat. Within the four-year timeframe of signing, the Principles call for limited independent assurance. Among the 54 member banks that have already submitted their third reports, 52% included assurance, while 18% had partial assurance, and 30% did not include any assurance. Partial assurance refers to member banks’ assurance on their sustainability reports but does not cover the specific assurance checks requested for the Principles, as outlined in the guidance. Assurance plays a crucial role in fulfilling Principle 6, and the secretariat is actively collaborating with member banks and assurance providers to address challenges and facilitate the uptake of appropriate assurance for member banks reporting under the Principles, showing accountability, transparency and evidencing responsible banking practices.

Transparency and accountability: Effective practice

Member banks demonstrating effective practice have taken their reporting efforts to the next level, showcasing a profound commitment to transparency and sustainability. Utilising the reporting template (UNEP FI 2022j), they have laid out their sustainability initiatives clearly and comprehensively. These member banks provide quantified information on their positive and negative impacts by populating the Annex of the template.
where relevant. Their reports go beyond mere compliance, offering a detailed account of their portfolios, context, and performance measurement, including challenges and limitations, and evidence that their targets are linked to a baseline connected to their impact analysis and are stretching in the context of global, regional, national, and local ambitions. This transparent disclosure of data and performance is key to responsible banking, inspiring other financial institutions to follow suit and contribute to a more sustainable world. These member banks drive positive change through their reporting practices and set a powerful precedent for responsible and transparent sustainability reporting within the financial industry.

**Member banks demonstrating effective practice in accountability prioritise credibility by seeking assurance for their reported items.** This independent review works towards factual accuracy and adherence to UNEP FI’s assurance guidance. Member banks foster a culture of responsibility and integrity within the financial industry by upholding these standards. Their commitment to accountability inspires confidence in stakeholders and regulators, reinforcing the transformative role of the financial sector in building a more sustainable and resilient global economy.

### Transparency and accountability real-world impact

Clear and transparent reporting of sustainability efforts by member banks has the following real-world impacts:

1. **Sustainable investment:** Transparent reporting allows investors to identify member banks aligned with their sustainability values, directing funds towards institutions committed to positive social and environmental impacts.
2. **Positive reputation:** Member banks with clear reporting practices gain a reputation for accountability and integrity, attracting socially responsible customers and investors.
3. **Environmental protection:** By disclosing their positive and negative impacts, member banks can identify areas for improvement, leading to targeted actions to reduce their environmental footprint.
4. **Social progress:** Transparent reporting showcases a member bank’s efforts to support social causes, fostering trust and engagement with local communities.
5. **Global collaboration:** Clear reporting fosters partnerships between member banks and stakeholders, encouraging collective efforts to address global sustainability challenges.

Overall, clear reporting enables member banks to be accountable for their sustainability actions, build trust with stakeholders, transparently work on addressing negative impacts and showcase their positive impacts on people and the planet.
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Current status of member banks’ implementation
The second biennial progress report reveals positive strides made by member banks over the first two years of the Principles’ four-year implementation journey. While published on the fourth anniversary of the Principles, the report is based mainly on data from member banks that have made it to their second yearly reporting cycle. Member banks have notably strengthened their governance, strategy, and impact analysis while setting at least one target (mainly for climate change mitigation) and commencing work on a second target. Member banks are also now focusing on building their capacity in areas that include climate change adaptation, nature, human rights, resource efficiency, and economic inclusion. Further focus is required on building capabilities in these areas, and work is already underway to develop methodologies and identify standard metrics that will support member banks in setting impact targets. The availability and use of common metrics will also assist in determining and tracking progress at the individual and collective levels. Where climate change mitigation targets only meet some of the member banks’ commitments, work is required by these member banks to strengthen these targets.

Future biennial progress reports will assess how member banks operationalise their sustainability strategies and targets into plans with clear actions, milestones, and effective performance monitoring against targets. Action is expected in four categories:

- **Portfolio composition and financial flows:** Moving financing from the areas with the potential to have a negative impact to areas of positive impact (for example, from fossil fuels to renewables).
- **Client engagement:** Working with key clients in key sectors to achieve targets (for example, working with clients on their transition plan, monitoring their milestones, and having a transparent link between client engagement and portfolio composition—which means clients need to have credible transition plans that align with the member banks’ own sectoral target pathways if they are to be financed going forward).
- **Advocacy work:** Working with regulators and governments on the policies needed to meet targets (for example, lobbying governments with policy asks required for residential real estate decarbonisation targets).
- **Internal policies:** Policies and procedures to facilitate responsible banking (for example, bank-wide human rights policies and sectoral policies that will enable a member bank to meet its sectoral target pathways).
The sustainable finance landscape has undergone remarkable changes since introducing the Principles in 2019. The fourth anniversary of the Principles provides a moment to re-evaluate its role, strategic significance, and aspirations amidst the backdrop of emerging international sustainability goals and agreements, advancements in scientific knowledge, rapidly expanding yet regionally fragmented sustainable finance regulations, and the emergence of new international reporting standards. This milestone presents an ideal opportunity to take stock and confirm that the Principles remain aligned with the evolving global sustainability agenda and continue to drive positive change in the financial sector.

As the Founding Signatories of the Principles approach the four-year milestone and disclose their targets, the time has come to shift the focus from setting targets to delivering tangible actions and demonstrating real impact.

A diverse core group of 27 member banks representing all world regions, including two UN representatives, has been assembled. This core group will lead the Principles community in charting the strategic direction and outlining a concrete roadmap to achieve the objectives by 2030 on behalf of, and in consultation with, all member banks and with valuable input from the CSAB.

This collaborative effort aims to ensure that the Principles continue effectively contributing to the global sustainability agenda in the coming years.
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Appendix 1

Responding to feedback from the Civil Society Advisory Body: Updates following the first biennial progress report

Following the first biennial progress report, the Civil Society Advisory Body (CSAB) made several recommendations. The main recommendations were:

1. More focus is required on nature and human rights.
2. Reporting of real-world impact is required on critical topics.
3. Increasing the ambition and specificity of banks’ target setting.
4. Sharing good practices to help banks build their capacities.

Figure VIII shows the steps taken in the first Principles framework review and the work programme to address the Civil Society CSAB’s feedback on the first biennial progress report.

| The Principles framework review | The first Principles framework review took place in 2021. The secretariat, together with the Banking Board and member banks, made the following changes in response to the CSAB’s recommendations:

1. Member banks explicitly report on social risks (including whether they reference the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights in the new version (v2) of the reporting template (UNEP FI 2022)).
2. Member banks are strongly recommended to report real-world impact. The new version (v2) of the reporting template includes climate change mitigation and financial health and inclusion indicators. As more topics mature, future framework reviews will include impact indicators covering other areas (the subsequent review is scheduled for 2024). Member banks have developed Theories of Change with the secretariat to guide banks in implementing the principles.
3. Member banks should be more specific about targets in the reporting template. Measuring and reporting performance is critical in setting baseline and science-based targets aligned with the SDGs, the Paris Agreement, and relevant national and regional frameworks. |
The Principles work programme

The following actions were taken as part of our ongoing work programme:

1. Several measures were introduced to increase support for nature capacity building, starting with an awareness-raising and knowledge-building programme (the Nature Community). Member banks ready to take the next step could join the working group that develops guidance on operationalising the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework for the banking sector to enable member banks to set credible targets aligned with this framework. Member banks are also encouraged to join pilots on the TNFD, which helps member banks develop and deliver a risk management and disclosure framework to report and act on evolving nature-related risks.

2. Increased human rights support through the Principles’ Human Rights Community of Practice, which will develop a human rights resource kit to support member banks (UNEP FI 2022k).

3. Increased support for member banks through region-specific capacity-building workshops focusing on climate change mitigation and financial health and inclusion, delivered across Latin America and the Caribbean, the Africa and Middle East, Europe, and the Asia Pacific.

4. Launching a large-scale training programme through the PRB Academy that was developed to support building capabilities for bank employees on a large scale.

**Figure VIII:** Actions taken to address CSAB feedback from the first biennial progress biennial report | Source: UNEP FI
Appendix 2

Guidance and support materials for member banks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target setting</td>
<td>Guidelines for Climate Mitigation Target Setting for Banks. Available at: <a href="http://unepfi.org/net-zero-banking/commitment/">unepfi.org/net-zero-banking/commitment/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supporting Notes for Guidelines for Climate Mitigation Target Setting. Available at: <a href="http://unepfi.org/industries/banking/supporting-notes-for-guidelines-for-climate-target-setting/">unepfi.org/industries/banking/supporting-notes-for-guidelines-for-climate-target-setting/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adapting to a New Climate. Available at: <a href="http://unepfi.org/industries/banking/adapting-to-a-new-climate/">unepfi.org/industries/banking/adapting-to-a-new-climate/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guidance on Gender Equality Target Setting. Available at: <a href="http://unepfi.org/industries/banking/guidance-on-gender-equality/">unepfi.org/industries/banking/guidance-on-gender-equality/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Banking on Nature: What the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework Means for Responsible Banks. Available at: unepfi.org/industries/banking/banking-on-nature/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principles for Responsible Banking Target Setting FAQ. Available at: unepfi.org/industries/banking/prb-target-setting-faq/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency and account-ability</td>
<td>Reporting and Self-Assessment Template. Available at: unepfi.org/prb-reporting-and-self-assessment-template/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Steering the Ship: Creating Board-Level Climate Dashboards for Banks. Available at: unepfi.org/themes/climate-change/steering-the-ship-creating-board-level-climate-dashboards-for-banks-report/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theories of change (including actions to meet targets)</td>
<td>Theory of Change for Climate Change Mitigation. Available at: unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/14-Theory-of-Change-for-Climate-Mitigation-D1_JD.pdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets set by banks</td>
<td>NZBA-published targets are available at: unepfi.org/net-zero-banking/members/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion targets are available in the summary report: unepfi.org/industries/banking/commitment-to-financial-health-and-inclusion-summary-report/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case Studies on Impact Analysis and Target Setting. Available at: unepfi.org/industries/banking/case-studies-on-impact-analysis-and-target-setting/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region-specific</td>
<td>The Road Towards Banking Decarbonisation: The Case of MENA. Available at: unepfi.org/industries/banking/the-road-towards-banking-decarbonisation-the-case-of-mena/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common Framework for Sustainable Finance Taxonomies for Latin America and the Caribbean. Available at: unepfi.org/publications/common-framework-for-sustainable-finance-taxonomies-for-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNEP Finance Initiative brings together a large network of banks, insurers and investors that collectively catalyses action across the financial system to deliver more sustainable global economies. For more than 30 years the initiative has been connecting the UN with financial institutions from around the world to shape the sustainable finance agenda. We’ve established the world’s foremost sustainability frameworks that help the finance industry address global environmental, social and governance (ESG) challenges.

unepfi.org